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Abstract: Blockchain technology ensures the security of cross-organizational data
sharing in the process of collaborative innovation. It drives the development of
collaborative innovation in discrete manufacturing to intelligent innovation. How-
ever, collaborative innovation is a multi-role, networked, and open resource-shar-
ing process. Therefore, it is easy to form information barriers and increase the risk
of cooperation between organizations. In this paper, we firstly analyze the block-
chain-based information management models in the traditional discrete manufac-
turing collaborative innovation process. Then, we found that in the process of
industry-university-research (IUR) collaborative innovation, consensus servers
maintain too many connections due to the high latency between them, which leads
to lower consensus performance and efficiency. To solve this problem, we pro-
posed the dependency analysis (DA) model, which separates and assembles trans-
actional data and non-transactional data into different blocks by analyzing
read_set and write_set of transactions. Besides, we propose the out-of-order Raft
(OORaft) model to allow non-transactional blocks to be copied in parallel, which
can also prioritize transactional blocks. Finally, we implement the blockchain
model in the discrete manufacturing scenario based on Hyperledger Fabric. The
experimental results show that our model improves the transactions per second
(TPS) performance of 1.9X-3.7X and reduces transactional data committing
latency by more than 40% in the target scenario.

Keywords: Consensus model; blockchain; collaborative innovation; discrete
manufacturing

1 Introduction

With the development of intelligent manufacturing, discrete manufacturing has joined the upsurge of
digitization and intelligence [1]. Emerging technologies have driven changes in the industry, affecting the
reconstruction of the entire economic system, which accelerated the world into the era of the digital
economy. The intelligent innovation of discrete manufacturing includes many theoretical and technical
issues. Among them, the multi-role, networked, and open collaborative innovation model can quickly
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adapt to its needs of development [2]. Therefore, collaborative innovation is a necessary direction for the
development of intelligent discrete manufacturing.

The Internet enables users’ information and behaviors to be stored in the cloud. The combination of big
data and the make-to-order (MTO) model makes it easier for discrete manufacturing to meet multi-level and
personalized consumer needs [3]. Nonetheless, the amount of information resources that need to be stored
and processed is increasing exponentially, and the information interaction among organizations in the
collaborative innovation process is becoming more and more complicated [4]. Besides, the trust
relationship among organizations of collaborative innovation affects the progress of information
exchange. To reduce the risk of cooperation among members, most traditional collaborative innovation
mechanism introduces third-party supervision and management organization [5]. However, it cannot
guarantee the impartiality of the third-party organization. Thus, information barriers between members
still exist, which creates additional risk costs. From the discussions above, we conclude key problems that
have to be solved in the information management of collaborative innovation: 1) How to ensure that the
data stored in the third party is not tampered with and can be called by users with corresponding
permissions? 2) How to make the database trustworthy, which can ensure that participants bear a lower
risk of cooperation without the supervision of a third-party organization?

Blockchain has the characteristics of decentralization, data transparency, smart contracts, and
information traceability. In the collaborative innovation field, it can realize the co-construction, co-
governance, and sharing of information among organizations. Thus, it can effectively solve the
information mismatch, low data transfer efficiency, and other issues in the IUR cooperation model [6].
However, in the discrete manufacturing collaborative innovation scenario, the transfer of innovation data
is frequent, the relationship between the participants of the blockchain system is flexible, the network
environment is unstable, and the amount of data generated by smart sensors is huge. Therefore, how to
establish a reasonable blockchain architecture while ensuring its processing efficiency under large-scale
data is a key factor in determining whether it can meet the needs of this scenario.

In this paper, we propose a blockchain architecture for collaborative innovation in discrete
manufacturing. Firstly, we analyze the process of collaborative innovation and information management
in discrete manufacturing scenarios and establish a blockchain 3.0 architecture. Secondly, we analyze its
data dependence and network environment in this scenario and establish the DA and OORaft model to
construct blocks based on transaction characteristics. Finally, we implemented a blockchain system based
on Hyperledger Fabric and verified the effect of our model. The paper is arranged as follows: In Section
2, we summarize the related research; In Section 3, we build the collaborative innovation blockchain
system and analyze the performance problems; We detailed the DA and OORaft model in Section 4; In
Section 5, we show our experiments; Section 6 summarizes our work.

2 Related Works

2.1 Collaborative Innovation and Information Management Mechanism

From the perspective of knowledge innovation, collaborative innovation refers to the process that
enterprises, universities, research institutes, governments, etc. as the subject of innovation [7], through
knowledge acquisition, transmission, application, and feedback activities to promote value creation. The
goal of knowledge transfer between innovation subjects is to create the increment of value to information
resources. In the big data era, information resources are no longer limited to the knowledge stored in the
human brain. Data flows such as technology, services, information, and funds run through all the links in
the industrial chain, becoming the main source of collaborative innovation big data [8].

Collaborative innovation mechanism is the entire process of collaboration between various collaborative
entities. It involves the operating principles of each link, related regime, and the mode of action. Besides, it is
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the sum of the power, rules, and procedures for the interconnection of various entities in the entire
collaborative innovation process. Most researchers believe that the formation of innovation networks is an
effective way for individual innovation organizations to avoid innovation competition risks and enhance
innovation competitiveness [9]. In addition, it conducts centralized information management in
collaborative innovation by establishing an information management platform. The operating path of the
information management platform should rely on networking and use information technology to integrate
big data resources of various technologies and human resources. At the same time, high-level cooperation
platforms such as research and development institutions, technology alliances, and economic entities
integrating production, education, and research should be built together [10]. However, the method of
centralizing information management authority also has drawbacks. Even in the case of consistent goals,
due to human bounded rationality and knowledge complexity, coordination problems will arise in
knowledge sharing in collaborative innovation [11]. This leads to more transaction costs and generates
dilemmas such as high cost, low efficiency, and untrustworthiness.

2.2 Development of Blockchain Technology

Blockchain technology solves the problem of trust between system participants. Through the consensus
agreement, every sensitive operation in the system needs to be approved by the participants of the blockchain
network [12]. Currently, based on different application scenarios, blockchain technology is divided into two
categories: public chains and private chains. In the public chain, participants are anonymous with equal status
and can join the network at any time. Therefore, ensuring that data cannot be tampered with is the goal of the
public chain. To achieve it, the public chain needs to restrict the consensus process and encourage the honest
nodes on the network to participate in the consensus process. which can prevent the system from being
attacked. Otherwise, malicious nodes can tamper with blocks easily.

However, the public chain system based on proof-of-work (PoW) and proof-of-stake (PoS) is designed
to ensure the security of the blockchain system in an anonymous and open environment. Its complex security
mechanism results in poor transaction processing performance [13]. Different from the public chain, any
node needs to undergo strict identity verification to participate in the private blockchain network [14].
Therefore, malicious behavior in the private chain will be easily discovered and tracked. It allows the
private chain system to weaken the security design that works in anonymous environments and adopt
consensus models that support better TPS performance and scalability. Therefore, the existing widely
used private chain architecture uses Crash Fault Tolerate (CFT) protocols (such as Raft [15], Paxos [16])
instead of Byzantine Fault Tolerate (BFT) protocols (such as Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerate (PBFT)
and PoW), thereby improving the scalability and consistency of the cluster.

However, the CFT protocol is designed for a low-latency environment, which is different from the
cyber-physical system (CPS) environment where discrete manufacturing works in. In the case of high
network latency, most geo-distributed CFT protocols use leader-based state-machine replication (SMR) to
achieve data consistency, which can avoid the performance loss caused by replication conflicts in the
BFT-based SMR process (for example, livelock in Paxos [17]). Nevertheless, when the consistency model
runs under high concurrency, the leader's overhead can cause severe performance degradation. Although
it is a good idea to dynamically select a better-performed node as the leader to control the replication
process, it requires a stable network environment between each node to obtain the real-time node status.
Otherwise, the consistency model will run at the speed of the slowest node [18].

2.3 Application of Blockchain Technology in Information Management

Discrete manufacturing leads to a distributed, highly automated, and dynamic production network. This
requires an interconnected CPS to achieve. Among them, the data generated by smart devices is a key factor
driving the production process, supply chain, and other links. Its information management efficiency,
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confidentiality, and security are the core issues that the participants in the production process pay attention to
[19]. Blockchain provides a decentralized, trustless, and transparent platform for the massive amount of
Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) devices to communicate and share information during the different
stages of a manufacturing process without a single authority entity. Therefore, with the development of
blockchain technology, the IioT combined blockchain has become a popular solution in this field.

However, the efficiency of information management in blockchain systems is a key concern to
researchers [20]. Before the introduction of blockchain 3.0, researchers used Ethereum to implement
smart contracts and blockchain systems [21]. However, the flexibility of its network management model
is insufficient which leads to scalability issues and limits the promotion and application of such
blockchain systems. The blockchain 3.0 architectures represented by Hyperledger Fabric solve the
problems well. Since then, blockchain application architecture has become stable and has been widely
used in discrete manufacturing, such as sensor data management, supply chain, manufacturing cloud and
edge computing [22], etc. Therefore, related research has shifted from architecture issues to transaction
processing efficiency issues. In the industrial information system represented by discrete manufacturing,
machine tools, robots, sensors, and programmable logic controllers typically exchange small-sized data
packets with very short intervals [23]. Therefore, the performance optimization models that are based on
the characteristics of the data have become the mainstream approaches [24]. Among them, the transaction
characteristics of data are a popular optimization point for researchers. The reason is that the existing
blockchain systems all adopt a pessimistic way of committing transactions, i.e., it is believed that most
transactions are interrelated. However, in the discrete manufacturing scenario, data generated by smart
devices is non-transactional, and it accounts for 80% of all data. This makes the blockchain system's
transaction-dependent design and application scenarios deviate, causing performance bottlenecks.

3 Problem Statement

3.1 Traditional Collaborative Innovation Information Management Mechanism

Discrete manufacturing changes and assemble the physical shape of raw materials to make them into
products and generate extra value. It mainly adopts an MTO production policy and conducts product
design, testing, production, and service. The production method of discrete manufacturing leads to
4 problems: 1) the number of potential candidate combinations of each production factor higher; 2) each
production unit is more independent; 3) the coupling of technological requirements is low 4) the tightness
of the organizations of various production factor is reduced. These factors make the production process is
“disorderly and inefficient”. Due to the many production links and the scattered distribution of
workshops, the mutual information transmission relies on a multi-level information management system.
Therefore, many uncertain factors are prone to occur in the production process. Besides, the large amount
and the high complexity of information greatly increase the difficulty of information management and
control.

The essence of collaborative innovation is the exchange and the increment of value of resources.
Information resources are one of the important basic resources for collaborative innovation, and they are
also the link that maintains the relationship between innovative organizations. Information collaboration
is an important guarantee for collaborative innovation. Collaborative innovation members such as discrete
enterprises, innovative participants, and collaborators realize the exchange and the increment of value of
innovative knowledge through the interaction of information resources.

According to the different sources of information, information resources can be divided into two
categories: internal information and external information. Among them, discrete manufacturing
enterprises use intelligent information management systems to achieve information acquisition, screening,
processing, transmission, etc. Then they set up information management subsystems for production
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equipment and management departments according to the characteristics of modular processing and
business. Finally, a multi-level management information collaboration network is formed. Discrete
manufacturing companies output internal company information through this information network,
including inventory information, product information, production workshop information, and equipment
monitoring information. The external information of the enterprise includes the original knowledge
information output by innovation participants such as universities and scientific research institutes, the
policy, and system information output by the government and cooperative enterprises and other partners,
and the demand information output by the external environment such as consumers and suppliers, user
feedback information, and customers information, etc.

The main characteristics of information resource transmission in discrete manufacturing collaborative
innovation are as follows: (1) The number of innovation organizations is large, and the composition is
complex, which generates more types of information resources that need to be transmitted. (2) Due to the
repeated process of innovation, innovative organizations need to frequently initiate interaction requests
and access cloud platform information multiple times. (3) All data relies on the information network
cloud platform, and all members can only apply for the use of information resources through the cloud
platform. Through the establishment of a collaborative innovation information network cloud platform,
each collaborative innovation member collects and stores information resources in a database. Then the
database transmits different information according to the different needs of each organization. The
architecture is shown in Fig. 1.

Therefore, the traditional information management model is inevitable that there will be administrator
characteristics. Centralization is conducive to the centralized management of data, but it cannot provide a
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strong guarantee for data security. For collaborative innovation organizations, the information network cloud
platform is a “center”. If there is a problem in the collaborative process, the member will seek help. The cloud
platform has functions such as information storage, control, transmission, etc., and performs supervisory
duties. So, the cloud server requires very powerful operation and storage capabilities. Once there is a
problem with the “center”, the link of information transmission will be severely affected, and the
cooperative relationship between innovative participants will also collapse. In contrast, the blockchain
allows all organizations who set up servers to participate, and these organizations who set up servers will
also become a node in the blockchain, and they are all equal and synchronized. In this case, the
consistency of the data can be guaranteed to the utmost extent. From this point of view, decentralization
has the characteristics of openness, immutability, autonomy. Because the blockchain has the
characteristics of data traceability, the blockchain is a core tool for verifying the provenance and accuracy
of data. It can be used for data upgrade tracking and help different data fields to establish truly
authoritative data. Blockchain can solve the problem of data ownership and eliminate the island effect of
big data.

3.2 Blockchain-based Collaborative Innovation Information Management Mechanism

In the process of collaborative innovation information management with the application of blockchain,
each innovative organization no longer depends on the information cloud platform as the “center” but adopts
a “distributed” network interaction model for information transactions. When there is information transaction
demand between discrete manufacturing companies, innovation participants, stakeholders, and the market
environment, transaction requests are sent through smart contracts to match and filter the demand
information of the information demander. When the requirements of the “commitment” in the contract are
met, the transaction can be executed automatically. In the blockchain, the behavior of innovative
members is completely transparent. The blockchain records and stores all information related to
innovation. The calculation and storage requirements of a large amount of transaction information are
distributed to the various servers of the information network to avoid the failure of a single node in the
network. The consensus mechanism can verify the validity of each record, thereby preventing any node
from tampering with the data at will. If any transactions in blocks tamper, each node in the blockchain
will perceive this change. Therefore, all active consensus nodes jointly maintain transactions and
databases, which makes the transactions trustworthy and have strong security, as shown in Fig. 2.

For blockchain systems, decentralization, security, and scalability are a trilemma. Although the
blockchain 3.0 systems such as Hyperledger Fabric can be better integrated with the IIoT, we found that
it still has the following problems:

1) In the discrete manufacturing scenario, the data generated by massive smart devices is non-
transactional, and the frequency of such data generation is too high. It makes the transaction
processing capacity requirements exceed the capabilities of the blockchain system.

2) In CPS scenarios where discrete manufacturing works, participants are geo-distributed, and the
network latency between consensus nodes is large. It leads to longer synchronization delays
between them and generates many concurrent connections.

3) The dependency between non-transactional data and transactional data is not properly processed,
which leads to increased transaction completion delays and a greater probability of transaction
conflicts.
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Therefore, a blockchain optimization solution in a collaborative innovation scenario in discrete
manufacturing is needed. It can start from the dependence between data and consider the characteristics
of the network environment. In this paper, we want to achieve that by allowing non-transactional data to
use an independent block submission method, thereby ensuring that transactional data can be processed
preferentially and improving the transaction processing efficiency of the blockchain system.

4 Transaction Dependency Oriented TPS Optimization Method in Blockchain Systems

This paper achieves the effect of improving TPS performance by changing block transaction packaging
strategy and optimizing Raft's consensus protocol. The block transaction packaging strategy can achieve the
effect of reducing inter-block transaction dependency. Besides, the block out-of-order submission strategy
can reduce block replication latency, thereby achieving the effect of improving TPS.

4.1 Block Transaction Packaging Strategy

For the read_set rsi and write_set wsi of transaction ti in the transaction buffer TB, the version of the key
is in rsi is vri(key), and wsi = vwi(key). If the orderer packs the transactions into blocks according to the order
of the arrival of the transactions, the relationship between transaction ti and another transaction tj (i < j) in the
TB have the following two patterns in the process of verifying:

a) There is a key in rsj, and key not in any wsi
b) There is a key in rsj, and key shown in wsi and vri(key) > vwi(key)
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As we explained in Section 1, in the discrete manufacturing scenario, a large amount of production data
is non-transactional, i.e., the key written into it has not appeared before. In this case, the transactions conform
to pattern a). For transactions that form to pattern a), the probability of failure in the verification process is
lower. As we know, if the verification fails, it will cause transaction rollbacks and resubmissions, making
users perceive greater latency. Besides, the latency makes it easier for other transactions to read staled
data, which causes more transaction conflicts. Therefore, we propose hypothesis 1: Deferred processing
non-transactional data will generate fewer conflicts and reduce the committing delay of transactional data,
but it will not cause other conflictions.

Therefore, to better handle the dependencies between transactions, we set a longer transaction buffer
parameter c to enable the orderer to gain a larger view. Subsequently, we extract non-transaction records
from TB, save them to the non-transaction queue NTQ, and save other transaction records to transaction
queue TQ. When NTQ or TQ is fulfilled, orderer packs them into new blocks non-transactional block
NTB and transactional block TB. To better show our model, we will describe it in Fig. 3 and Tab. 1.
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Figure 3: Workflow of dependency analyze model in orderer

Table 1: Block transaction packaging algorithm

Steps/operations Description

Inputs

Txi(rs, ws)
NTQ, TQ
NTQs, TQs

NTQ:write set, TQ:write set

Outputs Success message

1 Txflag = False

2 For key in rsi:

3
4
5

If vri(key) <> 0 && (key in NTQ:write set. or key in TQ:write set):
Txflag = True
Break

(Continued)
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4.2 Block Out-of-Order Committing Model

As we mentioned in Section 3.2, in the Hyperledger Fabric system, the geo-distribution of orderer makes
the Raft protocol a performance bottleneck. Therefore, in this section, we propose the block out-of-sequence
committing model OORaft. Here, we propose hypothesis 2: Using different block packaging strategies for
non-transactional data and transactional data can relieve the relationship dependence between some
blocks, to ensure that transactional data can reach consensus faster and achieve the effect of increasing
transaction concurrency. The model process is shown in Fig. 4, and the model operation at steps is
explained in Tab. 2.

Table 1 (continued)

Steps/operations Description

6
7

If Txflag:
TQ + = txi

8 Else:

9 NTQ + = txi
10 If len (TQ) > TQ_s:

11 New_block (TQ)

12 If len (NTQ) > NTQs:

13 New_block (NTQ)

14 Return True
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However, it brings another problem. When the leader is replaced before the out-of-order blocks are
replicated to every node, it cannot be guaranteed that the new leader contains all the non-transactional
blocks that have been committed. Therefore, when the term is changed, we make the new leader node
coordinate all NTB during the voting process. We modified the voting principle. In the pre-voting and
voting process, the leader candidate must include the NTB. that saved in all other nodes. The process is
shown in Fig. 5.

We re-replicate the missing data from other orderers to leader candidate and fill the missing blocks with
empty blocks to ensure continuity. Although the empty block loses the data, this block has not yet reached a
consensus in Raft, so the transactions in it have not completed its life cycle. They are only be noted as failed
transactions. At the same time, because the correctness of the Raft protocol ensures that when the leader node
is replaced, the committed data will not be lost, so we use the hash value of the previous and subsequent
blocks to complement the connected part of the block. If there is no corresponding block at the block id –

1, then use − 1. as a special id.

Table 2: Descriptions of replication process in Fig. 4 step-by-step

Step Description

1 The transaction number or time limit in TQ meets the block packaging conditions, and Orderer
1 creates a new TB Block 1. Write it into the local state machine and copy it to Orderer 2. and
Orderer 3.

2 The transaction number or time limit in NTQ meets the block packaging conditions, and Orderer
1 creates a new NTB Block 2. Write it into the local state machine and copy it to Orderer 2 and
Orderer 3. At the same time, Block 1 is lost during replication process.

3 Orderer 2 and Orderer 3 received Block 2 and returned success message to Orderer 1.

4 The transaction number or time limit in TQ meets the block packaging conditions, and Orderer 1
creates a new TB Block 3. Write it into the local state machine. Because Orderer 1 did not get the
success message of Block 1, Block 3 cannot be copied. At the same time, Orderer 1 received enough
success message to Block 2. Then Block 2 is committed.

5 The replication request of Block 1 has timed out, Orderer 1 will replicate it again, copy Block 1 and
Block 3 to Orderer 2 and Orderer 3 together, and notify them that Block 2 has been committed and
can be applied to the state machine.

6 Orderer 2 and Orderer 3 received success message of Block 1 and Block 3.

7 Orderer 1 has received enough success message of Block 1 and Block 3. It commits Block 1 and
Block 3.

8 The transaction number or time limit in NTQ meets the block packaging conditions, and
Orderer1 creates a new NTB Block 4. Write it into the local state machine, copy it to Orderer 2 and
Orderer 3, and notify them that Block 1 and Block 3 have been committed and can be applied to the
state machine
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5 Experiments

To verify our hypothesis, we implemented the model in Hyperledger Fabric. In this section, we first
introduced our experimental configuration. Second, we verified the performance of the model in a
simulated discrete manufacturing business scenario. Finally, we evaluate the effects of the model.

5.1 Experimental Environment and Configuration

Among them, we modified the consensus sorting part of the orderer and the implementation of the
consensus protocol that is based on etcd-raft. We deployed Hyperledger Fabric on a virtualization
platform composed of 3 servers of the same performance and used Docker to achieve the distributed
deployment. The detailed environment is shown in Tab. 3
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Figure 5: The re-replication process when the leader is replaced

Table 3: Configurations in experiments

Hardware/Software Version/property

CPU Xeon E5-2620 v4

Memory 64 GB RAM

Disk Seagate 4 TB, 7200 RPM SATA disk

Network H3C Mini S8GU, with 16 Gbps switching capacity and 12 Mpps forwarding
performance

Hyperledger fabric V 2.2.4

Docker V 18.09.9
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In terms of network configuration, we use the tc command to impose virtual network latency and
fluctuations on the network card. Its latency fluctuation range obeys a 25% uniform distribution to
simulate the geo-distribution environment of organizations. Our non-transactional data consists of three
parts, the key-value data is 64 bit uuid:

1) MES: production data information with a size of 120 Bytes. It was collected from a processing
company MES in Shandong Province.

2) WQ: 80 Bytes of water quality monitoring data collected from pollution data on a water quality
monitoring platform in Tianjin.

3) SG: 140 Bytes of desensitized electricity consumption data, collected from the remote meter reading
sensor of the State Grid of Shandong Province.

The transactions are generated by the client at a rate of 700 TPS. In the experiment, we initialize all key
values and set them to millisecond timestamps. Assuming that the current timestamp is t, a transaction
randomly reads the key = t − k, and writes a random value to key = t, where k satisfies the Poisson
distribution of λ = 1000. This makes the probability of transaction conflicts positively correlated with
TPS. The configuration of block package is set to TQs =NTQs = 100.

We established 5 organizations and 3 channels to simulate a discrete manufacturing business scenario
and used different ratios of non-transactional data to evaluate the TPS and latency performance of our
model. Its structure is shown in Fig. 6.

5.2 TPS

We let the client generate endorsement requests according to different non-transactional ratios θ, and
control the latency between organizations to simulate geo-distributed scenarios. We choose 3, 5, 7, and 9
ms as the round trip time (RTT) fointer-organizational network latency. At the same time, we compared
only the DA model and DA + OORaft model to show the effect of the model. The results of our
experiment are shown in Fig. 7.
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It can be seen from Fig. 7 that our model performs better in different network latency environments than
Hyperledger Fabric's endorsement strategy. Among them, the DA + OORaft model can improve the TPS
performance of 1.9X-3.7X. Even the DA + Raft model can achieve 1.3X-1.5X TPS performance.

5.3 Commit Latency

We verify another hypothesis in this section, that is, non-transactional data being processed later will
produce fewer conflicts, reduce the complete latency of transactional data, but will not cause TPS
performance degradation. We conduct experiments in a scenario where the network latency between
organizations is 5 ms, and the experimental results are shown in Fig. 8.

As we can see, in the DA + OORaft model, compared to Raft, the transactional data complete latency is
reduced by about 40%-50%, while the complete latency of non-transactional data is reduced by 15%-20%.
The reason is that the priority of non-transactional data that forms non-transactional block is lower than
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transactional block, so they are postponed. This is in line with our hypothetical expectations. This proves that
our model has a significant performance optimization effect on the blockchain system in a discrete
manufacturing scenario dominated by non-transactional data.

5.4 Result Analysis

According to the experimental results in Sections 5.2 and 5.3, we believe that the effect of the DA model
is that the priority packaged transactional data can be updated to the Peer's ledger faster. It makes the client
have a smaller probability of reading staled data, thus reducing the probability of transaction conflictions.
This makes it has a good optimization effect in terms of transaction complete latency, and it also has a
small contribution to the improvement of TPS performance. For the OORaft model, it can enable non-
transactional blocks to quickly reach consensus between orderers. Its parallel replication mechanism
makes it possible to greatly improve the replication performance of the state machine when the
proportion of non-transactional data is high. Therefore, it can achieve the effect of greatly improving the
TPS performance.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we analyze the collaborative innovation and information management process in the
discrete manufacturing scenario, establish a blockchain-based data management architecture, and establish
DA and OORaft models to optimize the system performance in this scenario. We verified the effect of the
model based on Hyperledger Fabric. The experimental results show that under the latency in geo-
distributed environments, the DA + OORaft model can improve the TPS performance of 1.9X-3.7X in
the target scenario and reduce the transaction complete latency of transactional data by more than 40%.
This proves that our model is suitable for collaborative innovation business in discrete manufacturing
scenarios.
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